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Abstract

A hormetic dose-response relationship is nonlinear where adverse responses typically occur in the lowest and highest dose
ranges, while optimum responses occur between these extremes. Typically, dose variables in this context are substances such
as vitamins, or stressors such as radiation or exercise. Age is theorized in this study to also be a “dose” variable, having a
possible hormetic effect on death rates early in life. The study compared consecutive yearly ages up to age 84 (the “dose”
variable) to all-cause crude death rates (response variable). At the youngest age (lowest “dose”), < 1 years old, the death rate
was relatively high, followed by a decreased death rate for each passing year to around age seven. Beginning around age 10,
death rates tended to increase with each passing year through the remainder of years, as expected. Thus, age and death rates
show a dose-response relationship that appears hormetic in the early years of life (e.g., age 0 to 7). Implications of the study
may pertain to investigating possible mechanisms for this relationship and understanding of the relationship may lead to
innovative health care interventions that could promote longevity. The body has an innate (inborn) striving to maintain and heal
itself, and the study shows an example of this striving in the form of what appears to be a hormetic dose-response regarding
death rates and early years of life. 

Published online on September 9th, 2015.

INTRODUCTION

            Hormesis is a term applied to nonlinear dose-
response relationships. As an example, vitamin deficiency
(where dose is too low) and toxicity (where dose is too high)
both result in adverse responses. However, the ideal
(moderate) dose, in between low and high, is necessary for a
beneficial response (healthy living). Such a relationship
forms a J or U-shaped curve (Figure 1). (1) Radiation is
another example of a nonlinear hormetic dose-response
relationship. (2) Here, cancer rates may actually be higher in
the lowest radiation level range than they are in a slightly
higher level of low level radiation range. Of course at
sufficiently high doses, cancer rates increase essentially in a
linear fashion. A third example of a hormetic dose variable
is exercise intensity. Here, a sedentary level of intensity
corresponds with a higher risk of upper respiratory tract
infection (URTI) compared to a moderate exercise intensity,
as perhaps expected. (3) What may be unexpected, as with
the other examples of hormesis, the moderate amount of
exercise intensity corresponds to the lowest risk of URTI

compared to the sedentary and intense levels of exercise.  (3)

            It may be common knowledge that death rates tend to
increase with each passing year of life, that is to say, death
rates for example are higher at age 30 compared to age 29.
However, in going through some death rate data by age
group this writer happened to notice a J-shape relationship,
where increasing age in the first years of life was correlated
with decreasing death rates. At first this seemed counter-
intuitive since death rates, as previously mentioned, in
general tend to increase with age. A one or maybe two-year
consecutive decrease in death rates seems not too far-
fetched, e.g., from age 1 to 2, but a trend (to age 7 or so)
seemed odd to this investigator. A curve (for age versus
death rates) would seem to appear as a nonlinear, hormetic
type response. A literature search on this nonlinear finding
did not reveal any particularly relevant articles. One article
was obtained on hormesis and aging in the context of
cellular activity and stress, where it was observed that:
“Hormesis in aging is, therefore, defined as the life
supporting beneficial effects resulting from the cellular
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responses to single or multiple rounds of mild stress.” (4) No
articles were found that discussed decreasing death rates in
the first years of life. One study, on asthma death rates came
close to the topic of the present study, and looked at the
relationship between age and death rates in a general sense.
Here, no trend in asthma death rates was observed for any
age group. (5)  Another study that looked to also be relevant,
as evidenced by its title, pertained to the introduction of mild
stresses as a means of promoting longevity. (6) The present
preliminary study however simply looks at age itself as a
dose variable, comparing it to death rates, using an
ecological / observational design. The focus of the study is
on comparing the first seven or so years of life to later years.
This information is not necessarily hidden, as upon close
inspection, actuarial tables would indicate. (7) However, the
observation of a pattern – of decreasing death rates with
increasing years of age - in the early years of life – is what
appears to be new, which this study explores.

In the context of hormesis, the dose variable in the present
study, age, is theorized to be detrimental in the lowest and
highest “doses” (ages) while beneficial for ages somewhere
in-between. Thus, age was compared to death rates in the
present study for the purpose of identifying trends of death
rates from one age (in years) to the next. The results of the
study may lead to innovative health care innovations that
could promote longevity. 

METHODS

Crude death rates per 100,000 by age were obtained for all
years available (1999-2013) at the data base used – CDC
Wonder  (8) for: a) all-causes, b) all ages (< 1 through and
including 84), and c) five group (cohort) categories based on
combinations of race and gender, as follows: 1) White non-
Hispanic female (“white female”), 2) white non-Hispanic
male (“white male”), 3) black non-Hispanic female (“black
female”), 4) black non-Hispanic male (“black male”), and 5)
all races, both genders (“all”). In this way, a rather
comprehensive view can be gleaned regarding the
relationship between age and death rates. Three approaches
were used to assess the data, as follows:

A death rate corresponding to a given age was compared to
the death rate corresponding to its immediately prior age.
For example, the death rate at age 1 was compared to the
death rate at age <1; and the death rate at age 2 was
compared to the death rate at age 1; and so on. Thus, all
death rates were compared consecutively by age (the older
age death rate minus the previous younger age death rate). In

this way, negative results of this subtraction more easily
differentiated increased death rates from decreased death
rates in table format.
Scatter plot charts were constructed for age versus death
rates for the five cohorts in Excel 2003 (Microsoft Corp.,
Redmond, WA). When all ages and their corresponding
death rates are shown in a chart for any of the cohorts, the
death rate variability appears nonexistent (flat) in years 0 to
around 50 due to the high death rates in older ages (example
shown in Figure 2). As a remedy for obtaining a closer look
at the age-mortality relationship in the first years of life, so
that death rate variability could be better assessed in the
scatter plot, ages were limited to those (early) years which
had similar mortality rates – except for age 0 which is also
unusually high and similarly flattens the death rate
variability in a chart. A marker for age 0’s mortality was
manually positioned (by the author) in the upper left hand
corner of the charts as a larger circle, after the statistical
software automatically scaled the other death rates. Thus, the
death rate for age 0 is “off the chart” relative to the scale of
the other death rates for a given cohort. Charts are provided
for years 1-15 since this age (15) was part of a clear trend
upward for the death rates from which death rates for the
younger years could be visually compared in the charts.
Figures 2-4 graphs were constructed by the author in Excel
(Microsoft Corp, Redmond, WA).      

RESULTS

            After age 10 or so, death rates tended to increase
with each passing year of life (Figure 3a-e; Table 1) as might
be expected. For ages 0 to around age seven, death rates
decreased with each passing year (Figure 3a-e; Table 1) as
might be unexpected. Between age seven and 10 the death
rates remained relatively constant, with no clear trend either
way (Figure 3a-e; Table 1). Thus, for the ages charted, 0 to
15, U or J-shaped dose-response curves are observed for the
5 cohorts (Figure 3a-e). That is to say, higher death rates
were associated with the lowest and highest ages within this
age group (0-15), while a trend for decreasing death rates
was observed for ages in-between this lowest and highest
(e.g., age 0 to 7). No other time frame for ages showed a
clear trend of consecutive death rate decreases, as evidenced
by the minus signs in Table 1 under the “diff” columns.

DISCUSSION

These findings show that age can be likened to a dose
variable, such as a vitamin, e.g., vitamin A. In the lowest
dose (vitamin A deficiency) and highest dose (vitamin A
toxicity), adverse responses are observed; whereas in the
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moderate amounts (between the extremes of too low and too
high), a normal (beneficial) response is observed. So too
with age in this study: Higher death rates were observed at
the lowest age (<1 year) and at the higher ages (of 10 and
beyond), while a decreased death rate trend was observed
each passing year for ages in between (e.g., from age 0 to 7).
Consequently, it appears that age can join the list of dose
variables that are associated with hormetic responses, in this
rather narrow range of years (0 to age 7 or so).  

            Causes of death for single years do not appear to be
available in the literature but are available for age groups.
These groupings may provide limited and inferred
understanding for single-year death rates causes. In 2007, the
rate of accidental deaths per 100,000 was as follows: 9.6 in
ages 1-4, 5.5 in ages 5-14, and then 37.4 for ages 15-24. (9)
Figure 4 is provided for these data and show a J type
(hormesis) relationship. Figure 4 also shows a similar
finding for heart disease. (9) These changing rates are
similar (but not exactly overlapping) to the changing death
rates in ages 1-15 in the present study: high accidental death
rates in the earlier years (ages 1-4), then decreased in the
next age category (ages 5-14), and then increased again after
that (ages 15-24, charts not shown in the present study).

Other possible explanations for the study’s findings could be
other causes of death whose rates similarly might change
with age. The question then becomes, what factors are
related to the changing death rates in the various death rate
categories? Here, the author opines that age may be one such
factor. Later years of life corresponded to increased death
rates with each passing year, as expected, with very few
exceptions. In these exceptions, where a decreased death rate
was observed, the decrease was an isolated event (year)
rather than multiple consecutive years for the decrease. The
only time this latter condition was observed, that is a clear
trend of decreasing death rates with each passing year was
for the first seven years or so of life.  

Black males showed a noticeably higher death rate in their
graph compared not only to black females, but compared to
the other cohorts too. One possible explanation for this is
that for black males, homicide occurs at a substantially
higher rate in black male teenagers compared to whites
(Figure 5). (10)

A limitation to the study is its (ecological) design, where
exposures and outcomes at the individual level are unknown.
However, this design can also be considered a strength to the
extent that large “sample sizes” are included (e.g., entire

populations). In addition, ecological studies help to form the
framework for future studies that use other research designs.
Another limitation is that the population was based on one
country - the U.S. Thus, results may be less generalize-able
to populations in other countries. However, it would seem
that some generalize-ability might be possible to other
countries when comparing the same race and gender.

CONCLUSION

             This study showed a nonlinear, possibly hormetic
type dose-response relationship between age in early years
of life and corresponding death rates. The death rates
decreased with each passing year from age < 1 years old to
around age seven.  This is the opposite of what occurs later
in life, where death rates tended to increase with increasing
years of age. Thus, it appears that the body has a remarkable
ability to resist increasing death rates in each passing year in
the first seven years or so of life. Future research is needed
to verify these findings. If the results are repeatable, an
investigation of possible underlying mechanisms would be a
reasonable next step, and may lead to innovative health care
innovations that could promote longevity.

Figure 1

Hormetic models may show a J or U-shaped dose-response
relationships as shown in the figure. Higher responses are
observed at the lower and higher ends of dose while
decreased responses are observed in-between. Adapted from
Reference #1.
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Figure 2

A representative chart for all ages, white females for death
rates per 100,000. Due to the large difference of death rates
(in the thousands by age 80 versus 15 around age seven), the
death rate variation appears flat in the younger years due to
the data being compressed (due to scaling limitations of the
chart software). This is the typical appearance of the other
cohorts in the study where all ages were also included (other
cohort charts not shown). The first data point, for age 0 (< 1
year old, lower left corner) is noticeably higher in the chart
compared to subsequent data points because it (the first
point) is substantially larger than the subsequent points
(death rate of 505.6 at age 0 versus 38.6 at age 1, as shown
in Table 1).

Figure 3a

a-e. Age versus all-cause mortality per 100,000 for ages
0-15, for the five cohorts. The large round marker in the
upper left region of the charts was manually positioned by
the author and represents the unusually high, off-the-scale
death rate (in the hundreds per 100,000) for age < 1 years
old (indicated as age 0 on the horizontal axis). Actual death
rate values for this (age 0), along with the other ages can be
found in Table 1. For all charts, decreasing death rates are
observed with increasing years from age 0 to around age 7,
where it becomes flat, and then shows increasing death rates
with increasing years for remaining years, including beyond
age 15 (please see Table 1 for further numerical
information). a. White females

Figure 3b

b. White males

Figure 3c

c. Black females

Figure 3d

d. Black males
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Figure 3e

e. All races, both genders

Figure 4a

Figure 4 a-b. Charts constructed by author based on crude
death rates per 100,000 for accidents (upper chart) and heart
disease (lower chart) for early years of life. 9 A J type
relationship is observed for both causes of death, similar to
the U shaped relationships in Figure 3. a. Death rates due to
accidents by age groups

Figure 4b

b. Death rates due to heart disease by age groups

Figure 5

Graph showing homicide rates for children ages 12-19, U.S.,
1999-2006. From reference #10.
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Table 1

All-cause crude death rates (per 100,000) by cohort and age
(in years) for ages <1 to 84. F = female. M = male. All = all
races, both genders. diff = death rate difference between
older age and preceding younger age (e.g., age 2 minus age
1). Only ages <1 to around 7 showed multiple (at least
seven) consecutive decreased death rates with each passing
year.
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